wonky-in the work's tone. There is little religion or actual preaching in Other Jesus, and throughout, the characters spend a great deal of time ruminating on what it is they are really doing. Jesus complains, "The struggle is for me that I would love to be just thinking about practice and just doing it but I'm just having to do all this administration now in the midst of everything." The tale of Jesus-and all the theological weight it bears-acts largely as a context for the play, a framework within which we see the characters figuring out how to work, love, and be together. They negotiate their relationships to institutions-the temple, the empire. They talk about legitimacy, and time, and reflect on how to teach. This focus on the everyday-on feeling it out and getting by-connects to the way the entire Other Jesus project came about. In both form and content, the play embraces psychoanalyst D. W. Winnicott's concept of being "good enough"-a notion that pushes against expertise and perfection, finding value instead in something a little more experiential, a little more open.
The enticing disjointedness of Other Jesus begins in the script itself. Playwright Evan Webber recounts that "it was written in a single go, but many times." He created the piece in the context of Tarragon Theatre's Playwright's Unit, where artists receive an honorarium and produce a series of drafts to be read. Webber decided to fuse these working conditions into both the work's process and product, allocating a set number of hours to writing his script based on an hourly wage calculated from the funding provided. Within these parameters, he explains, "The only way I could theoretically conceive of doing the work was if I was divinely inspired-I guess that was the joke." Conceptually, the resulting process of intense and continuous writing admitted no mistakes or revisions.
The play's idiosyncratic timbre-the way it sometimes stumbles or lurches a little in performance-directly indexes the method of its creation. Yet it is not the presence of gaps, elisions, or textual trips that feels most impactful, but rather the performers' commitment to giving these as much space or weight as anything else. As Webber explains, "we thought that if we tried to stage this thing that's full of holes, there would be these places where you might see this kind of void, or where things don't make sense-and don't make sense in a surprising, and hopefully revealing, way." Choreography operates similarly in Other Jesus: The process guided by Ame Henderson mirrored Webber's writing method, with quick decisions and dedication to whatever came out of them (Webber) .
In his program note, director Frank Cox-O'Connell positions the work of Other Jesus in terms of belief: "For me, the act of a group of friends putting on a play continues to be a search to Feeling "Good Enough" with Other Jesus | VIEWS AND REVIEWS believe in something or to belong to something." These words resonate warmly, though I wonder if Other Jesus enacts less a search for belief than an exercise in it. In a sense, these performers already have a thing to believe in: the script, with all its "holes" and imperfections. It is the activity of sounding and moving with this belief that makes up the material of the play. Similarly, an audience might search for something to believe in on the stage, but our engagement with theatre can equally be a matter of exercising belief in the words and gestures with which we're presented-whether that's belief in the narratives and worlds they stitch together, or simply belief in the fact that they're worth attending to.
Near the end of the play, a small boy (Ame Henderson) enters the scene.
Small Boy: I'm lost. Small Boy: I heard Jesus is good and will help people, he'll help me. Will he help my mom?
Mary: I don't know. I'll help you.
And a short while later, Jesus makes a phone call. Judging from his end of the conversation, it's to his own mother:
Hi.
Yes, it's me, is that weird?
Where to start.
No, it's not that bad.
It's not that bad, mom! These moments of care-of helping, of mother and childlead me back to Winnicott, whose notion of what is "good enough" emerges in his discussion of motherhood, or, more specifically, "good enough" mothering. According to Janice Doane and Devon Hodges, this concept denotes a "natural, intuitive" (21) approach to child-rearing. Winnicott argues that " [i] t is the fact of [a mother's] devotion to her own baby rather than her self-conscious knowledge that makes her good enough to be successful in the early stages of infant nurture" (189) (190) . And while such characterizations risk essentializing motherhood (Doane and Hodges 21), there is a permissiveness and flexibility to the concept that offers a little space to breathe. In her experimental memoir The Argonauts, writer Maggie Nelson reflects on her infant's "first year of life" and concludes that "Winnicott was the only child psychologist VIEWS AND REVIEWS | Feeling "Good Enough" with Other Jesus who retained any interest or relevance for me" (20). She dismisses Sigmund Freud, and remarks on the morbidity of Melanie Klein, the heavy-handedness of Jacques Lacan-"suddenly none seemed irreverent enough to address the situation of being a baby, of caretaking a baby" (20). Nelson continues, building on the words of Susan Sontag: "In the face of such phallocentric gravitas, I find myself drifting into a delinquent, anti-interpretive mood. In place of a hermeneutics we need an erotics of art. But even an erotics feels too heavy. I don't want an eros, or a hermeneutics, of my baby.
Neither is dirty, neither is mirthful enough" (20). What Nelson seeks in an approach to mothering seems to parallel what we find in Other Jesus. Delinquent, anti-interpretive, dirty, mirthful-Nelson's descriptors feel just as apt for Webber's play. In fact, his approach to creating Other Jesus could be termed 'good enough playwriting': Finite investments of time and effort reflect a willingness to be guided by instinct, circumstance, and pragmatism, without obsessing over perfection. It's a creative process carried out with, to cite Winnicott again, "ordinary devotion" (qtd. in Nelson 21) .
And the result might foster something similar among its audience. Sitting with the play, recognizing its characters and perhaps the actors playing them, encountering the peculiarly tangible questions through which they labour-it's an experience of viewing that flits away from thrall or catharsis. We settle, instead, in a spectatorial space that permits whatever attachments or understandings lead us in watching. We needn't even be perfectly present-we're allowed, even invited, to be a bit adrift, a bit perplexed. We can be good enough spectators.
Near the end of the play, a little before the aforementioned phone call, Simon brings Jesus the news that he is not, in fact, the son of God:
I brought this great horn do you see?
When I blow it out the sky will darken and I will summon all the people who have been following you, I will tell them that the sun is rising, there, that we can follow it across the sky and where it sinks below the land there is the true anointed one in Jerusalem the holy city, the one they've been seeking-and that they can find him there if they come with me.
Would you like to blow the horn? Talk about "phallocentric gravitas" (Nelson 20 ). Yet, beyond this symbolism, Simon's words carry the message that there is a true Jesus, a right Jesus, perhaps even a perfect Jesus. By contrast, the Jesus we have, the one we see receiving this speech, the one we've watched for an hour or so from our vantage point in the pews, might be a good enough Jesus.
A good enough saviour and a good enough playwright. In Other Jesus, we find a strangely generous experience of what a play, and, indeed, what a messiah, can be. Both assert their own imperfection with charming honesty and wit. And while the play troubles realism, it offers us a very realistic image of what a group of performers can do, with a script and score, in the time it takes for the sun to set through a stained-glass window. Webber reflects:
I think the performance is trying to learn something. It's about learning to survive the tension between a formal commitment and the materialization of it. The commitment to write something exceptional, and the materialization of that being what the play is.… Maybe if there's something that gets taught in that learning, it's how to, where to, see the gaps in what a form demands and how agents can meet those demands.
While delivering a sermon, Mary says this in her own words. "Some people say, this should be better, this teaching should be better. But this teaching reflects how things are, as far as we can tell." To which Jesus replies, "That is good, that is good."
